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Summary. 
 
The �Reaction� to the Queensland Governments amalgamations and anti-plebiscite 
overkill, has seen a federal solution which whilst helpful, still fails to address 
the key concern of local residents, who feel they are permanently loosing their 
say. There is a bolder solution beyond a �stunt� plebiscite, that through AEC 
funding, could address the core community concerns. This solution is simply to fund 
the AEC to provide ongoing support to participatory democracy in the aggrieved 
shires. 
 
Douglas Shire. 
 
I am one of 2 elected councilors from Port Douglas, within the Douglas Shire. Like 
Noosa, our residents were incensed by the prospect of being homogenized into 
Cairns. We have already conducted polling showing clear rejection of a Cairns 
amalgamation. Protest rallies in Port Douglas drew our communities� single 
biggest crowd in years. 
In partnership with Noosa, Douglas has been offered special �icon� legislation to 
protect the shire�s �essence�. The core of this legislation won�t fossilize our town 
plan, but instead will hopefully develop a model of participatory democracy that 
will tie the development fate of our shire directly to its people, via a composite of 
polling, surveys, stakeholder feedback and electronic referenda. It won�t be until 
around sept  11 that this embryonic icon legislation will be tabled, as per the 
Beattie's invitation to our mayors Abbott and Berwick. 
 
 
All Shires have their �icons�. 
 
Since the Beattie Govt met with the mayors of Noosa and Douglas, there has been a 
run of mayors from shires all over Queensland suggesting they too have shires 
with unique individual character, and they too want a to be engaged in this �icon� 
legislation. They have two strong assets�the numbers and the need. 
The argument here says all shires have special characteristics which are very 
�local� in nature. But the �local� in local government is reduced when local 
councilors are taken away, along with their forum. 
So could the federal govt intervene to re -empower these people despite the 
determination of Beattie and Ludwig and Fraser?  
If the super public service re-employment of all council workers goes ahead to 
restore AWU strength, this issue will grow into full blown federal campaign issue. 
At 22 August, Minister Fraser�s bureaucrats have already announced the new 
super union, but at the time of writing, have not issued anything in writing. If the 
council amalgamation issue escalates into a workchoices Trojan horse, so too will 
the need for the feds to find solutions deeper than a single meaningless poll, 
where everyone already knows the results. 
 



 Could the AEC be used to solve the many disenfranchised 
communities woes? 
The �one-off� referendum is bad politics for all parties. It�s a clearly  a meaningless 
�stunt� from a State labor point of view, potentially blurring the �sacrosanct� 
Federal polling day, where people will use the day to express anger against labor. 
The Coalition may like this idea, but deep down, all aggrieved councils and their 
residents know the poll is meaningless, if their local democracy is still ripped 
away. From a labor viewpoint, there is a bind here; Rudd needs to oppose beattie�s 
heavy handed approach, whilst at the same, Rudd will  not want to set up an 
electoral �see red� protest on the sacrosanct day of the federal poll . 
  
There is some high ground here, so which party is going to try and grab it? 
This high ground is too some, obvious. If the AEC can fund polling on council issues, 
why could it not go further, and fund a participatory democracy model in all the 
aggrieved shires, so even if the small shires loose their elected representatives, 
they still don�t loose their say. Instead of providing a one off, meaningless stunt, 
why not get behind a model of participatory democracy, where communities get a 
composite mix of polling, surveys, electronic referendums, along with meetings of 
stakeholders and interested groups to profile 5% to 7% of local community views 
before any major changes to the town plans or �essence� issues are changed? 
 
Californians and Swiss nationals are inundated with constituent feedback 
surveys. With Australia dragging the chain on participatory democracy, the best 
place to introduce the first real form of participatory democracy, is here, in 
letting locals have a say, for example, if they get zoned into a suburb of high-rises. 
 
With both federal parties able to play the $3 billion Budgets excesses to top up 
funds with which to delve deeper into State and local affairs, why not use these 
funds,  not  to just provide �roads to recovery� but to provide inroads into better 
local democracy.  Getting community engagement undertaken is costly, but then 
again, town plans only see major changes every 5-7 years. 
Once the icon legislation is floated, and all aggrieved councils clamber for a slice 
of equity, there will exist a perfect federal opportunity for either Labor or the 
coalition to enter the ring, with an offer to fund the grass roots participatory 
democracy, and become the white knight to all angered shires, with a longer term, 
more meaningful set of permanent plebiscite tools. 
 
Yours sincerely. 
 
Councilor Rod Davis 
 
A private submission, seeking also to make a deputation to the Cairns sitting of the 
Inquiry on September 3. 




